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One of the main questions uppermost in the mind of a Haitian
studying in the United States, when visiting and examining the collec¬
tion of books of some libraries in the CoTuitiy, has been; "Y/hat is
the tool which has helped them to build the En^ish collection of
publications about Haiti? . . After some inquiry it was found that
there were no specific sources, except the ordinary tools, like the
United States Catalog, Cumulative Book Index, Subject Catalog of the
Library of Congress and The jPictionnaire de Bibliographie Haitienne,
the Haitian national bibliography, but even this last tool was
inadequate for this ^ecific purpose because of the arrangenent of its
materials. Concerning the policy of libraries it is currently said:
If the popular libraries are to achieve their purpose
the literature available in them must be of high standard.
Individual libraries must of course be free to acquire
literature which meets the need of a local population,
but the local librarians cannot always be espected to have
a deep knowledge of literature, nor to follow it closely
enough to make a proper library selection.^
If only those two facts are considered, namely, to know that there
is no specific source in that field and that a librarian needs a specific
tool for a proper selection of books, it is possible to conclude that
there is a need for a bibliography of all material published in the United
^Khud Larsen, National Bibliographical Services; Their Creation
and Operation (Paris: United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization, 1953)> P* 17.
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States about Haitij to help not only the libraries in their selection but
also to show scholars what is available in the Iftaited States in English
about Haiti.
Purpose and Scope
TOiat is a bibliography? A bibliography is said to be an auxiliary
service to science and learning, the organized approach to human records,^
the art of discovering book information and imparting this information to
others.^
The purpose of the present study is to organize a bibliography of
material published in English in the United States about Haiti as far as
possible from the date of her discovery by Christopher Col\jmbus to
September, 19^3» The second purpose is to make a survey of material
listed in the bibliography which is held by a selected group of libraries of
of universities of higher education in the United States.
This study proposes to present a tool which can be helpful not
only to librarians but to booksellers and scholars: to the librarians in
helping them in their selection and daily work for information about books
not in their librariesj to the booksellers in giving them not mly a full
description of the items but also an easily accessible listj to the
scholars in saving their time by giving them the whole body of a literature
of direct interest for their special work. The ultimate purpose is to make
the study a living tool instead of a dead compilation by analyzing
according to type, content and date, the material listed.
^Ibid.
^Louis Shores, Basic Reference Books (Chicago: American Library
Association, 19^1), p. 206.
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Significance
This study, by means of a bibliography, will show the interest
manifested during the recent years by the United States toward Haiti. It
should be a modest contribution to the bibliographic tools of Haiti. This
work is a natural and legitimate step, following the publication of the
Haitian national bibliography, in presenting an international bibliography.
The bibliography will show some specific aspects of the relations of the
Republic of Haiti with the United States in regard to literature, history,
politics, religion, geography, education, sociology, biography, economics,
art and science.
Methodology
This stuc^ includes all books originally issued for sale as well
as books not issued for sale. By "not for sale” is meant material
published privately and sent out to restricted groups of people, historical
accounts published by public institutions, reports sent out from hospitals,
laboratories and private enterprises, lectures, commercial accounts and
reports of associations Tvhen iiiportant. Dissertations are listed, even
when they are not published. "Near print" materials, those produced by
photographic methods are also included.
The first part of the study is concerned with the bibliography
which is divided into two main divisions: trade publications and government
publications. All items relating to the general question of Latin America,
Central America and even the Caribbean area have been excludedj only books
about Haiti are listed. However, when it is a question of Haiti in relation
to a country or countries, those books are included. Books published in
the dependencies of the United States are omitted. Articles about Haiti
h
published in periodicals Tfri.ll be omitted as well as speeches about Haiti
made in the United States Senate and House of Representatives. Other
bibliographic tools are avail.able to locate such articles and speeches.
The material of the bibliography has been transcribed as listed
in the sources. The soTirces used in organizing this bibliography are;
The United States Catalog, Cumulative Book Indexj Subject Catalog of the
Library of Congress, The United States and Haiti and Dictionnaire de
Bibliographie Haitienne.^
An attempt has been made to arrange the bibliographic details in
specific order. Every book is listed alphabetically in the folloTfring
order, when possible; (1) the author when mentioned} (2) the titlej
(3) the place of publication, the publisher and the year of publication}
(U) the number of pages, illustrations, diagrams, etc.} {$) sometimes the
size and (6) the library in which the book is located, if possible.
The data have been analyzed and interpreted in order to determine
the subjects treated and the periods in which the books and government
documents were published.
For this purpose the items have been divided into groups like
literature, history, biography, politics, economics, geography, religion,
education, sociology, art and science. The number of items in the
bibliogr^hy related to each subject group was determined. For example,
for the group of science, how many items deal vrith this field? Again, for
example, did the American occupation of Haiti increase the scientific
publications about Haiti or not?
^Jax Bissainthe, Dictionnaire de Bibliographie Haitienne (Washington,
D. C.; Scarecrow Press, 19^1).
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The second part of this study is concerned with the portion of the
bibliography which contains trade publications only, A survey has been
made to determine how many of these books are held by libraries of certain
institutions of higher education in the United States, An atteii5)t has
been made to determine whether or not the geographic position of the
library has an influence on its collection of books on Haiti and if regions
of the Tftiited States differ from each other in their collections?
CHAPTER II
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATICN OF PUBLiCATIOtJS
The whole body of materials published in English in the United
States about Haiti, as collected from the sources, consists of 5^0 iterasj
2k3 of these items are trade publications and 307 are United States
government publications.
Trade Publications by Date and Subject
In studying the trade group the first step was to divide the
titles into different categories. Thirteen subject headings were chosen
as follows; literature, politics, economics, science, geography, art,
history, biography, education, sociology, religion, bibliography and
library science. Secondly, it was necessary to divide the titles accord¬
ing to periods of time in which they were published. The first period
starts with the discovery of Haiti in 11|92 and ends in l803j the second
period begins in 1801;, the date of the independence of Haiti and ends in
1823; the third period starts in 182U, the date of the enunciation of the
Monroe Doctrine and ends in 1913; the fourth period begins in 19lU» the
date of the American occupation of Haiti and ends September, 1953* This
last period embodies the American occupation of Haiti, 1911;-193l;. Seven¬
teen of the publications had no date and are analyzed only by subject.
Table 1 shows the nunber of trade publications on Haiti written in




NUMBER OF TRADE PUBUCATICNS CN HAITI IN ENGLISH
PUBLISHED IN THE UNITED STATES BI PERIOD
AND BY SUBJECT
Period
Politicsand Government History Literature
IBiography Economics Science Geographyand Travel Sociology LibraryScience Art Religion Education 1 Bibliography
Total
lli92-
1803 5 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9
180U-
1823 3 3 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 9
182U-
1913 19 2U 13 5 6 2 5 2 0 1 1 0 0 78
19111-
Sept. 36 16 30 13 12 7 2 7 2 1 1 2 1 130
1953
No
Date 2 5 3 2 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 17
Total 65 50 h7 21 20 11 10 9 3 2 2 2 1 2U3
Analysis of Trade Publications by Date
1Ii.92-1803»-- Only nine items were published in this first period.
Five of these items are in the field of politics, two in history, one in
science and one in biography. In view of the fact that the United States
was under English rule lontil 1776, this is not surprising. Concerning the
literary life of the colonial times of the United States it is said;
For a time it would have been in^Jossible for books
to be published in the colonies, and it was always
difficult. Printing was established in Massachusetts
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in 1639, in Maryland and Pennsylvania in 1685, in New
York in 1693, and in all of the other colonies before
1763. It was based usually t^ion the necessity for
copies of the laws and other public papers. Almanacs,
school-textbooks, legal and business manuals, news¬
papers and other useful but scarcely literary produc¬
tions accounted for the bulk of the work. Lengthy
books were expensive to manufacture, and very few of
them were printed in the colonies. Sermons, pamph¬
lets, and small volumes of poems were fairly common.
... Evidently it was not easy for colonial authors
to rush into print. The book-buying public was
relatively smallj the average edition of books and
pamphlets in the early part of the eighteenth century
was probably between three and five hundred copies. . .
All in all, it seems certain that most readers,
like most serious authors, looked abroad for their
literary life.^
I80IHL823.—Nine items were published in Engli^ on Haiti during
this periodj three in politics, three in history, two in geography and
travel and one in literature. Concerning the literary life of this period
it is said that;
The stimulation to printing was primarily political,
for this was the age of party journalism. Much of the
political writing by Franklin, Adams, Paine, Jefferson,
Hamilton and Freneau first appeared in newspapers, which,
dei^ite paper diortages and military occupations, played
a highly valuable part in the Hevolution.
The book trade developed rapidly after the Revolution
and before the end of the period publishing, as now mder-
stood, was replacing older methods of bridging the gap
between author and reader. Bookstores and printing
establishments transformed themselves into publishers, and
some of the familiar names of present-day publishing
appeared. ... Americans nevertheless were still largely
dependent upon Great Britainj it has been estimated that
American presses supplied only twenty per cent of current
books in 1820, only thirty per cent in 1830.^
Walter Blair, Theodore Homberger and Randall Steward, The
Literature of the United States - An Anthology and a History (Chicago:
Scott, Foresman, I9I16), I, 28-30.
^Ibid., pp. 220-222.
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I82h-I9i3.-~A great increase is noteci in this period as 78
piiblications were issued, 2h in history, 19 in politics, 13 in literature,
six in economics, five in biography, five in geography, two in science,
two in sociology, one in religion and one in art. This was the time of
the proclamation of the Monroe Doctrine; the United States was then
looking abroad. The Republic of Haiti had been recognized by the United
States in 1862, This is also the time of the first Inter-American
Conference which was held in 1890 and it is quite understandable that in
90 years there were nearly five times as many publications as there had
been in a period of U31 years.
19lU-September, 1953»—One hundred and thirty items were
published in this peilod; 36 in the category of politics, 30 in literature,
16 in history, 13 in biography, 12 in economics, seven in science, seven
in sociology, two in geography, two in education, two in library science,
one in art, one in religion and one in bibliography. The increase in the
number of publications in this most recent period may be accounted for
partially because of the American occupation of Haiti which resulted in a
greater knowledge of and interest in the Country on the part of Americans.
Analysis of Trade Publications by Subject
Of the 2l;3 trade publications written in English and published
in the United States about Haiti from its discovery in ll;92 to September,
1953i 6$ items have been published in the field of politics, ^0 in
history, 1*7 in literature, 21 in biography, 20 in economics, 11 in
science, ten in geography and travel, nine in sociology, three in library
science, two each in art, religion and education and one in bibliography.
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Politics*—Of the 6^ items on politics and government, 32 deal
;h diplomatic relations with the United States, various political
reements with the United States and the occupation of Haiti by the
Lted States. One of these publications is on the relationship of the
iroe Doctrine to Haiti and one is a comprehensive bibliography on the
iervention of the United States in Haiti,^
Seventeen of the 65 publications in the field of politics deal
;h the internal political affairs of the Republic including problems of
Lf-govemment and the development of the Constitution. Two volumes
itain collections of official docnraents of the Country.
Twelve of the political items are concerned with political
Lations in the Caribbean area. Nine of these 12 publications d eal with
Litical relations and problems with St. Domingo, one is concerned with
Litical and diplomatic relations in general among the Caribbean islands,
3 is a proposal for a Caribbean confederation and one deals with the
oblem of English sea power in the West Indies.
Three of the 65 publications on politics and government deal with
Lationships of Haiti with France,
In view of the fact that the study is concerned with English
blications issued in the United States it is logical that the largest
mber would deal with political and diplomatic relations with the United
ates.
History.—^The second largest number of publications is in the
eld of history. Thirty-one are general histories of the Republic of
iti, 15 deal primarily with the Haitian Revolution and the Country's
^Grace Winifred Cotts, The United States and Haiti, and Historical
yelopment of Our Possessions in the Caribbean^ a Selected Bibliography.
adison, Wisconsin: University of Wisconsin, 193l). ii9p.
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struggle for independence, two are concerned with the discovery of Haiti,
one is a general history of the Caribbean area v/ith emphasis on Haitian
history and one is a history of the emigration of Haitians to other
countries.
Language and Literature.~0f the i).7 literaryipublications, 27 are
novels, seven are dramatic works, three are short stories, two memoirs,
two are on the Haitian language, two are works of poetry by Haitian authors
and one book is in the field of journalism, one in folklore, one contains
Haitain proverbs and one is a content analysis of a literary periodical.
La Releve.
Biography. —Of the 21 biographical works, 13 of them are on the
life of Toussaint Louverture, the precursor of the Haitian independence and mar
tyr for the cause of liberty. Five biographical studies are on Henri
Christophe, a general of the Haitian army, who as head of a kingdom in
the northern part of Haiti developed the Country in the early years of
its independence. Of the three remaining biographies, one deals with the
life of Brissot de yarville, a French politician who worked in the interest
of Haiti, one with Faustin I’J'irkus, an American who became "king" of a small
island off the coast of Haiti and another volume contains short biographical
sketches of Haitian heroes.
Economics.—Of the 20 works in the field of economics four deal
with the trade relations of Haiti with the United States, with other
islands in the West Indies and with other countries in the world. Three
are concerned with the general economic conditions in Haiti and one
volume sets forth an economic program for the Country. Two works deal
with problems of housing.
Ten of the items in economics deal with econoiTiic resourcesj three
publications treat economic resources in general in Haiti, two deal with
12
the cofree industry, and one each on the following resources; gold mines,
copper mines, electrical power, agricultural development and financial
resources.
Science.—An analysis of the 11 scientific publications dealing
with Haiti reveals that three are in the field of paleontology and deal
with the fossils in the early geological periods; three are in the field
of oceanography and deal with conditions of the ocean and the plant and
animal life in the ocean around the island of Haiti, two are about the
birds of Haiti, and one each on the geology of the Island, insect life in
the Country and on health conditions.
Geography and travel.—Of the 10 books on Haiti that are classified
as geography and travel ei^t are rather general and con5)rehensive geogra¬
phical descriptions of the Country; one is a travel guide to Haiti and one
describes the wonderings of an American newspaper correspondent through
Haiti.
Sociology.—Of the nine sociological publications four deal
generally with Haitian social life and customs, two are on racial ndxtures
of the people and three deal with the question of voodoo.
Other subjects.—Among the subjects in which there are relatively
few publications, three were in the field of library service and dealt with
the libraries, the archives and the book trade in Haiti. Two books
described the development of education in Haiti. The two voltmes in
religion deal with religion and public charities and with the church’s
mission in Haiti. Of the two art books one is on Haitian songs and the
other is a collection of pen drawings. The one title in bibliography is
a list of book and magazine articles on Haiti in the Pan Anerican Union.
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United States Government Publications by
Date and Subject
The United States government publications on Haiti from II4.92 to
September, 19^3, number 307* These publications have been divided into
the following subject groups: economics, politics and government, science,
geography, education, general works and sociology.
Different periods have been adopted for government publications.
The first period, however, is the same as that for the trade publications,
IU92 to I80U. The second period, 1805-1892, is a period in which it is
difficult to locate government publications because of the lack of indexes.
More publications occur in the third period, 1893-1938, and they are
easier to locate as they are listed in the Documents Catalog.^ During the
fourth period, 1939 to September, 1953, the government publications were
2
located through the Monthly Gatatlog of United States Government Documents,
1U92-3.801;.—No I&iited States government publications on Haiti were
located for this period. Probably the same reasons given for the dearth
of trade publications woiild obtain the lack of government publications for
this period.
1805-1892.—During this period ten government publications were
issued in the United States on Haiti; four in economics, four in politics,
one in science and one in general works.
1893-1938.—^Two hundred and forty-five government publications
dealing with Haiti were issued during this period. Ninety-four are in
^U. S. Superintendent of Documents, Catalogue of the Public
Documents of the 53d to 76th Congress and All Departments of the
Government of the United States for the Period from March 1;, 1893, to
December 31, 191;0. Vol. 1-25 (Washington: Government Printing Office,
I896lf9t^
2^U. S. Superintendent of Documents, United States Government
Publications Monthly Catalog, 1895- (Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1895-Septeniber, 1953) •
Ik
the field of economics, 83 in politics and government, k3 in science,
21 in geography, two in education and one each in sociology and general
works,
1939-September, 19^3,—Of the i^7 United States government publica¬
tions on Haiti during this period, 2h were in economics, lU in politics
and government, four in science, three in geography and two in education.
Five government publications were not datedj two in economics, two
general works and one in science.
Subject Analysis of United States Government
Publications on Haiti
Of the 307 United States government publications on Haiti the
largest number, 12U were in the field of economics (see Table 2). Nejct
in order were 103 publications in politics and government, 2k in geogra¬
phy, fotir in education, three general works and one in sociology.
Economics.—Of the 12U government publications dealing with
economics the greatest emphasis is in trade relations between the United
States and Haiti, 26 of the documents deal with financial reports and
financial conditions. Fourteen documents concern industries and resources
four on mines and minerals, two on manufactures and one each on coffee,
cotton, fruits, tobacco, food production, coal, rubber and oil. Seven
of the publications treat general economic conditions in Haiti, four deal
with railroads, three with communication by radio, two are commercial
directories and one is on Haitian living conditions.
Politics and goveiTiment.—Of the 103 government documents on
politics and government 71; are on various phases of Haitian diplomatic
relations with the United States; 21; are general works on politics and
15
governmeni; within Haiti* One publication was issued on each of the
follovring subjects! diplomatic relations with France, diplomatic relations
with Gennany, legal literature of Haiti and the Haitian Constitution.
TABLE 2
NDlffiER OF GOVEENMhNT PUBLICATICKS CN HAITI IN ENGLISH
PUBLISHED IN THE UNITED STATES BY PERIOD AND
BY SUBJECT
Periods Economics Politicsand Government Science Geography Education General Works Sociology Total
1U92-1801| 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1805-1892 It 6 0 0 0 0 0 10
1893-1938 91+ 83 1+3 21 2 1 1 21+5
1939-1953 21+ lU 1+ 3 2 0 0 1+7
No Date 2 0 1 0 0 2 0 5
Total 12i+ 103 1+8 2I+ 1+ 3 1 307
Science. -Twenty-one of the U8 government publications on Haiti
in the field of science are on health and inedicinej 1^ are in the field
of paleontology; nine are on birds in Haiti; two are on Haitian plant
life and one is on the climate.
Geography.—Twenty of the 2h United States government publications
on Haiti are geographic surveys of the island as a whole and of its coast
line; two are on geographic names of Haiti, one on travel and one on
geographic factors in the climate of Haiti.
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Educatiotij general works and sociology*—The four publications of
Haitian education are general accounts and surveys of educational
facilities in Haiti. Of the three works classified as general works one
deals with Haitian postage stamps and two a re general bibliographical
works on Haiti. The one title in the field of sociology deals with
cultural sequences.
S^mlmary
Because the periods set up for the analysis by date of trade
publications in En^ish and published in the United States on Haiti do
not coincide with the periods for the publications of the United States
government documents on Haiti it is difficult to compare the numbers of
publications within the two groups. In the earliest periods, lii92-l80U,
there were only nine trade publications and no government documents. The
second period used for trade publications was 1805-1823 and the second
period for government documents was differentj it covers 1805-1892. There
are nine trade publications for the second period and ten government
documents. The third period for analyzing trade publications is, 182U-
1903, when there were 78 trade publications issued on Haiti. The third
period for analyzing TSiited States government publications on Haiti is
1893-1938^ when the largest number of documents, 2l;5j were printed on
Haiti. This is in part due to the increased interest in Haiti because
of the occupation of the Tiiited States in Haiti. The fourth period used
for analyzing trade publications is 1911i-September, 1953> when there were
130 books published on Haiti. The large number may be attributed also to
the increased interest in Haiti as the result of American occupation. The
last period used for analyzing government publications is 1938-Septeraber,
17
19^3j ■when li7 documents were issued.
An analysis of the trade publications reveals a greater interest
in politics, history and literattire, while the emphasis in government
documents is in economics, politics and science. From the numbers of
both types of publications it seems that there is little interest in
art, education, religion, bibliography and sociology.
CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF UNIVERSITY LIBRARY HOLDBJGS OF TRADE PUBLICATICES
The aims of the second part of this study are: (l) to survey the
library holdings of a selected group of American colleges and diversities
of the trade publications written in English and published in the United
States about the Republic of Haiti from the year of her discovery in lh92
to September, 19^3j (2) to determine whether or not the geographic loca¬
tion of a library influences its collection and (3) to determine whether
or not the libraries located in the various regions in the United States
differ greatly in the number of Haitian publications they have in their
book collections.
The 183 colleges and universities in the United States that
offered a master's degree and a Ph.D. degree according to the 1939 College
Blue Book^ were chosen as the institutions of higher learning that would
be most likely to have research programs which would need a wide variety
of materials pertaining to the various countries of the world and to Haiti
in particular.
Letters were sent by the Dean of the Atlanta University School of
Libraiy Service to the librarians of these I83 colleges and universities
asking them if they would be willing to check the bibliography of 233
publications about Haiti to indicate their holdings (see Appendix I).
^uber William Hurt, The 1939 College Blue Book. A Research
Analysis, (De Land, Florida: The College Blue Book, 19h0).
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Seventy-two librarians answered that they would not be able to check the
bibliography. Among the reasons given for not cooperating were the lack
of library staff and the fact that the libraiy had no publications on
Haiti or so few that it would not be worth the time to check the entire
list.
One hundred and eleven librarians agreed to check the bibliography
to indicate their holdings. Two copies of the bibliography were sent to
these librarians together with a letter from the Tjriter explaining the
scope and limitations of the bibliography, the forms of bibliographic
entry used and the sources constilted to organize the bibliography. The
letter of explanation is given in Appendix II. Checked bibliographies
were actually received from 92 librarians; 19 who agreed to check the
bibliography did not do so.
Analysis and Interpretation of College and University
Library Holdings of Haitian Publications by
States and Regions
The states were divided into regions in order to make a comparison
of the holdings of the libraries by regions. In trying to arrive at a
satisfactory regional grouping of the states some difficulty was
encountered:
One of these is found in the assumptions of regionalism
which, it must be made clear beyond misunderstanding, is
not a panacea, a ’’plan,” a ’’cause,” or an inflexible
societal arrangement superimposed upon the nation, but
rather the inevitable product of a natural process ifdiich
emerges as an organic part of the great totality of the
national scene. It may be envisaged as economy or new
frontier, or utilized as tool or motivation, but it
takes its place as only one of the organic structural
parts of the nation, capable of functional inplementation.
^Howard W, Odum and Harry Estill Moore, American Regionalism: A
Cultural-Historical Approach to National Integration (New York; Hen-ry
Holt and Company, 1938), viii.
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The regional grouping of states used by the ?/orld Book Encyclopedia^
was used for the purposes of this study. These groupings of states are
partly historical, partly geographical and partly for convenience in
studying the United States, its land, people, products and climate. The
nine regions and the states they include are listed as follows;
1) New England States: Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
2) Middle Atlantic States: New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey.
3) South Atlantic States: Delaware, West Virginia, Virginia,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Maryland,
District of Columbia.
U) North Central States (East): Michigan, Vifisconsin, Illinois,
Indiana, Ohio.
5) South Central States (East); Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi,
Alabama.
6) North Central States (West): Minnesota, North Dakota, South
Dakota, Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri.
7) South Central States (West): Arkansas, Oklahoma, Texas,
Louisiana.
8) Mountain States; Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Nevada, Utah,
Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico.
9) Pacific States; California, Oregon, Washington.
New England States.—Of the two Tiniversity libraries^ selected in
the state of Maine for inclusion in the survey, only one checked the
^'•United States," The World Book Encyclopedia, Vol. XVII, 1951;.
^University library in this study refers to college and university
libraries.
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bibliography and it had 39 items. In the state of New Hampshire two
university libraries were selected and agreed on the checking of the
bibliography, they reported 83 items. From the state of Massachusetts
ten university libraries were selected, seven agreed on the checking and
reported 271; items. In Vermont one of two university libraries checked
the bibliography and had eleven of the books. Three out of four univer¬
sity libraries in Connecticut agreed to check the bibliography, these
three libraries had ll;3 items. Two university libraries were selected
for the state of Rhode Island but checked bibliographies were not
received from these two Tiniversity libraries (see Table 3)«
In the six states that make up the region designated as the New
En^and states, 22 university libraries were asked to check the biblio¬
graphy, 111. libraides checked the bibliography and indicated a total of
titles in their libraries.
TABLE 3
NUlfflER OF UNIVERSITIES SELECTED, NUMBER THAT CHECKED BIBLIOGRAPHY
MD THE NUMBER OF ITEMS HELD BY THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES IN








Number of Items Held
By Libraries That
Checked Bibliography
Maine 2 1 39
New Han^) shire 2 2 83
Massachusetts 10 7 271;
Vermont 2 1 11
Connecticut 1; 3 11;3
Rhode Island 2 0 0
Total 22 lU ^^0
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Midcile Atlantic States.—From the state of New Jersey four univer¬
sity libraries were selected but there were no checked bibliographies
received from them. Seven of the 15 university libraries selected for the
state of New York were able to check the bibliography and they reported
13li items. From the state of Pennsylvania 13 institutions were selected,
six agreed to check the list and they had III4, items (see Table 1^).
In the three states in the Middle Atlantic region 32 university
libraries were asked to check the bibliographyj I3 libraries checked it
and reported a total of 2l|8 items.
TABLE U
NUI'ffiER OF UNIVERSITIES SELECTED, NUIfflER THAT CHECKED BIBLIOGRAPHY
MD THE NUIffiER OF ITEI-IS HELD BY THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES IN








Number of Items Held
By Libraries That
Checked Bibliography
New Jersey \x 0 0
New York 7 13U
Pennsylvania 13 6 111;
Total 32 13 2];8
South Atlantic States.—One Delaware university library had 21 of the
listed works. In the District of Columbia two libraries out of four checked
their holdings by the bibliography and found that they had a total of of
the works on Haiti. Two university libraries in Florida reported items
and two other university libraries in this state did not participate in
this study. Four college and university libraries in the state of Georgia
found that they owned jointly 112 of the trade publications on Haiti: One
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university library in Georgia did not respond. Three of the university
libraries out of the four approached in North Carolina checked the biblio¬
graphy and reported a total of lU6 items. The two libraries in South
Carolina that were asked to check their bibliographies did not respond.
Two out of four libraries in Virginia checked the list and reported their
holdings to be 11^ items. Two university libraries in West Virginia
reported 26 items and two of the four Maryland university libraries
agreed to check and reported items.
As shown by Table 5j 18 out of the 30 university libraries of the
South Atlantic states, agreed to check the bibliography and reported 625
items.
TABLE 5
NUMBER OF UNIVERSITIES SELECTED, NUMBER THAT CHECKED BIBLIOGRAPHY
AND THE NUMBER OF ITEIIS HELD BY THE UNIVERSITY IIBR^IRIES IN








Number of Items Held
By Libraries That
Checked Bibliography
Delaware 1 1 21
District of
Columbia h 2 95
Florida h 2 55
Georgia 5 h 112
North Carolina k 3 1U6
South Carolina 2 0 0
Virginia h 2 115
Tfest Virginia 2 2 26
Maiyland h 2 55
Total 30 18 625
21;
North Central states (East).—One out of three university libraries
in Wisconsin agreed to check the bibliography; this library has ei^t
items. Six university libraries were selected for the state of Illinois;
four agreed to check the bibliography and reported 159 items. Of the five
university libraries selected in the state of Michigan two checked the
bibliography and had 92 items. From the state of Indiana five university
libraries were asked to cooperate; three agreed in the checking and
reported 53 items. Four out of 11 university libraries in Ohio agreed to
check the bibliography; these four libraries had 103 items (see Table 6).
In the five states that make up the region designated as the North
Central states (East), 30 university libraries were asked to check the
bibliography, lU libraries checked the bibliography and indicated a total
of Ijl5 titles in their libraries.
TABLE 6
NUMBER OF UNIVERSITIES SELECTED, NUlffiER THAT CHECKED BIBLIOGRAHIY
AND THE NUIvIBER OF ITE1^S HELD BY THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES IN THE








Ntimber of Items Held
By Libraries That
Checked Bibliography
Wisconsin 3 1 8
Illinois 6 k 1^9
Michigan 2 92
Indiana 3 ^3
Ohio 11 U 103
Total 30 lU 1^L5
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South Central States (East).— Of the two university libraries
selected in the state of Kentucky one checked the bibliography and it
had 26 items. One out of three university libraries in Tennessee agreed
to check the bibliography and had 62 items. In Ivlssissippi one university
was selected and it had 37 items. In Alabama one of two university
libraries checked the bibliography and had h5 of the books.
As shown by Table 7» four out of the eight tmiversity libraries
of the South Central states (East), agreed to check the bibliography and
reported 170 items.
TABLE 7
NUlvlBER OF UNIVERSITIES SELECTED, KUlfflER THAT CHECKED BIBLIOGRAPHY
AND THE NUMBER OF ITEI-IS HELD BY THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES IN








Number of Items Held
By Libraries That
Checked Bibliography
Kentucky 2 1 26
Tennessee 3 1 62
Mississippi 1 1 37
Alabama 2 1
Total 8 h 170
North Central states (West).—-In the state of North Dakota one
university library was selected and it reported 18 items. One university
library in South Dakota, one in Mnnesota and three in Nebraska did not
respond. Three libraries in Kansas were requested to check the biblio¬
graphy; however, only two responded with 31 items. Two university libraries
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in Iowa reported 65 Haitian titles. Two out of three libraries in
Missouri held jointly hi works on Haiti.
Of the lii libraries requested to check their holdings by the
bibliography, seven did so and reported a total of I6l titles (see Table
8).
TABLE 8
NUMBER OF UNIVERSITIES SELECTED, NUlffiER THAT CHECKED BIBLIOGRAPHY
AND THE NUMBER OF ITEt-IS HELD BY THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES IN








Number of Items Held
By Libraries That
Checked Bibliography
North Dakota 1 1 18
South Dakota 1 0 0
Nebraska 3 0 0
Kansas 3 2 31
liinnesota 1 0 0
Iowa 2 2 65
Missouri 3 2 hi
Total ih 7 161
South Central states (Vfest).—One xuiiversity library in Arkansas
and one in Louisiana failed to respond. The Oklahoma university libraries
had 58 publications about Haiti. Of 11 libraries in the state of Texas,
five reported a total of 72 items listed in the bibliography (see Table 9).
The ei^t libraries in the region designated as South Central states. West,
had a total of 130 publications on Haiti.
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TABUS 9
NUllBER OF UNIVERSITIES SELECTED, NUIIBER THAT CHECKED BIBLIOGRAPHI
AND THE NmiBER OF ITUdS HELD BY THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES IN








Number of Items Held
By Libraries That
Checked Bibliography
Arkansas 1 0 0
Louisiana 1 0 0
Oklahoma 3 3 58
Texas 11 5 72
Total 16 8 130
Mountain states.—One university library in each of the following
states was selected for inclusion in this study but none of them responded?
Arizona, Idaho, Nevada, New Mexico, Wyoming and Montana. Two libraries
out of four asked to check the bibliography in Colorado did so and
reported 31 items. Three college and university libraries in Utah had a
total of 20 items on the bibliography (see Table lO).
The small number of publications for the Mountain states as a
whole may be partially due to the fact that less than half of the
libraries requested to check their holdings did so. Five out of 13
libraries ovm a total of SL books about Haiti.
Pacific states.—^Nine universities in California were asked to
check the bibliography; four did so and reported a total of 86 items. Of
the three libraries in Oregon that were approached, two checked their
bibliographies and reported 37 titles. Three of six xmiversity libraries
in the state of Washington participated in this survey of library holdings
of books on Haiti and they reported U7 titles (see Table U),
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Nine of 18 libraries in the Pacific states participated in the
survey and reported a total of 170 books in Ehglish on Haiti*
TABLE 10
NUIfflER OF UNIVERSITIES SELECTED, NUlfflER THAT CHECKED BIBLIOGRAPHY









Number of Items Held
By Libraries That
Checked Bibliography
Arizona 1 0 0
Idaho 1 0 0
Nevada 1 0 0
New Mexico 1 0 0
Colorado h 2 31
Utah 3 3 20
Wycaning 1 0 0
Montana 1 0 0
Total 13 5 $1
TABLE 11
NUlvIBER OF UNIVERSITIES SELECTED, NUMBER THAT CHECKED BIBLIOGRAPHY









Ninnber of Items Held
By Libraries That
Checked Bibliography
CalifoiTiia 9 h 86
Oregon 3 2 37
Washington 6 3 Ii7
Total 18 9 170
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Summaiy
According to Table 12, of the I83 college and university libraries
that were asked to check their library holdings with the bibliography of
233 books on the Republic of Haiti that were written in English and
published in the IMited States, 92 libraries, about ^0 per cent of them,
checked their holdings and indicated a total of 2,^20 volumes.
TABLE 12
SUMAm BY REGIONS OF NUMBER OF LIBRARIES SELECTED, NUMBER OF LIBRARIES
THAT CHECKED BIBLIOGRAPHY AND NUlfflER OF ITEMS HELD BY







No. of Items Held
By Libraries
New England States 22 111 550
Middle Atlantic States 32 13 2I18
South Atlantic States 30 18 625
North Central States
(East) 30 111 1)15
South Central States
(East) 8 h 170
North Central States
(West) 111 7 161
South Central States
(West) 16 8 130
Mountain States 13 51
Pacific States 18 9 170
Total 183 92 2,520
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The South Atlantic states had the largest nunber of publications,
625j the next largest number of publications on Haiti was foimd in the
New England states, 550. The North Central states (East) are in third
place with I|l5 publications. The least number of publications was found
in the Mountain states with 5l publications, the South Central states
(West) with 130 publications and the North Central states (West) with
161 publications.
It would appear then that the college arid tiniversity libraries in
the eastern part of the country have a greater interest in the Bepublic
of Haiti than those in the western part of the United States. It must be
remembered; however, that this impression might not be entirely valid as
more college and university libraries in the eastern part of the country
were included in the study than were included from the West and ffiddle
West. Perhaps the proximity of the South Atlantic states to the Caribbean
area might account for an apparent greater interest in Haitian titles in
this region than in other regions. Figure 1 shows the total number of
Haitian books reported from the college and university libraries of the
various regions in the United States.
The three states with the largest nmber of publications reported
by their vmiversity libraries were: Massachusetts with 278 publications,
Illinois with 159 and North Carolina with lli6. The least number of
holdings were reported from Wisconsin with eight publications, Vermont,
11 and North Dakota with I8, (see Table I3). It woiid seem then that the
geographical location of the state has very little bearing on the number
of publications held by the libraries. Perhaps the number of libraries
Tjhich reported their holdings vrithin a state is the greatest determining
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Number of Items Held
By Libraries That
Checked Bibliography
Alabama 2 1 U5
Arizona 1 0 0
Aricansas 1 0 0
Califomia 9 1; 86
Colorado U 2 31
Connecticut k 3 lii3
Delaware 1 1 21
District of
Columbia h 2 9$
Florida h 2
Georgia 5 h 112
Idaho 1 0 0
Illinois 6 h 159
Indiana 3 53
Iowa 2 2 65
Kansas 3 2 31
Kentucky 2 1 26
Louisiana 1 0 0
Maine 2 1 39
Maryland h 2 55
Iilassachusetts 10 7 27li










Number of Items Held
By Libraries That
Checked Bibliography
Llinnesota 1 0 0
I,tississippi 1 1 37
Missouri 3 2 kl
Montana 1 0 0
Nebraska 3 0 0
Nevada 1 0 0
New Hangjshire 2 2 83
New Jersey k 0 0
New Mexico 1 0 0
New York 15 7 13ii
North Carolina u 3 lli6
North Dakota 1 1 18
Ohio 11 k 103
Oklahoma 3 3 58
Oregon 3 2 37
Pennsylvania 13 6 iHi
Phode Island 2 0 0
South Carolina 2 0 0
South Dakota 1 0 0
Tennessee 3 1 62
Texas 11 5 72
Utah 3 3 20
Vermont 2 1 11
Virginia h 2 115
Washington 6 3 hi
West Virginia 2 2 26
Wisconsin 3 1 8
Wyoming 1 0 0
Total 183 92 2,520
3h
Figure 2 shows the total number of publications on Haiti reported by the
college and university libraries in the various states in the United
states.
The college and university libraries which have the largest number
of publications on Haiti in descending order are: Harvard University,
126; Yale University, 9h} Howard University, 8$; University of Michigan,
85; Fisk University, 62; 58 each at the University of Iowa, University of
North Carolina and the University of Virginia; Hampton Institute, 57 and
Atlanta University, 50. These colleges and universities are located in
the New England states, the Middle Atlantic states and the North Central
states (East) and (West). It would seem that the libraries in the
eastern part of the Country have the greater interest in Haiti as
reflected in their library holdings.
In Appendix III, is a list of the college and university libraries
which were asked to check their holdings by the bibliography of Haitian
titles and the number of titles held by each. The symbols beside the
names of the universities are used in the bibliography to indicate which
libraries contain the various titles. Most of the symbols were taken from
the Union List of Serials. The symbols that are placed in brackets were
not located in the Union List of Serials and have been made by the writer.
The bibliography of titles on Haiti written in English and
published in the United States contained originally 233 items. Several
libraries added additional titles on Haiti which were not included
originally. Therefore, the final bibliography of trade publications on
Haiti contains 2ii3 items (see Appendix IV). The list of United States









School of Library Service
A Haitian student in the Atlanta University School of Library
Service is doing for the master’s thesis a bibliography of material
published in English in the United States about the Republic of Haiti
from the year of her discovery to September, 1953» We are interested
in determining the extent of the holdings of leading American univer¬
sity libraries on the Republic of Haiti. Would you be Yiilling to
have this bibliography of 233 titles checked in yoiu:* library to indi¬
cate your holdings? We realize that the bibliography is long since
it attempts to be definitive, but we believe that this adds to the
value of the study.
We would appreciate it if you wovild indicate on the enclosed
postal card whether or not you would be willing to cooperate with the
project and also the niimber of weeks from the date you receive the
list that you could return it. Two copies of the bibliography will
be sent, one for your files and one to be returned to us.
Sincerely yours.






LETTER OF EXPLANATICN SENT TOH BIBLIOGRAPHY TO UNIVERSITY
LIBRARIES
ATLANTA UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LIBRARY SERVICE
March 19, 195U
Enclosed is the bibliography on the Republic of Haiti which you
have indicated to Mrs. Virginia Lacy Jones, Dean of the Atlanta
University School of Library Service, that you wovild be willing to
have checked for the holdings of your library.
All items which relate to the general question of Latin America,
Central America and the Caribbean area have been excluded; only
materials about Haiti are listed. However; when it is a question of
Haiti in relation to another country or countries the items are
included.
Every item is listed alphabetically by main entry. The general
form of the citations is as follows: (1) the author, when mentioned;
(2) the title; (3) the place of publication, the publisher and the
year of publication; (I4.) the number of pages, the illustrations, maps,
etc.; (5) sometimes the size and (6) the symbol to indicate the name
of the library which has a copy of the book.
The sources used in organizing the bibliography are: Diction-
naire de Bibliographie Haitlenne, by Max Bissainthe; the United
States Catalog; Cumulative Book Index; Subject Catalog of the Library
of Congress; and the United States and Haiti, by Grace YJ’inifred Cotts.
It will be noticed that the bibliographic form of the entries is
far from uniform as the items are transcribed exactly as listed in
the sources rather than in standard form even when mistakes are
evident.
I am most girateful to you for your cooperation in my study. Two
copies of the bibliography are enclosed; one is for your files and I
shall look forward to receiving the checked one within weeks in






UST OF SELECTED UNIVERSITIES





























University of Redlands* (cuR)
Redlands, California
16
University of Southern California













Trinity College* ctHT 27
Hartford 6, Connecticut
University of Connecticut* ctU 22
Storrs, Connecticut





University of Delaware* Dcu 21
Newark, Delavfare
District of Columbia
American Universitjr* DuA 10
Washington 16, D, C.
Catholic University of America
Washington 17, D, C.
Georgetown University
Washington 7, D. C.
Howard University Library ffiu
Wadiington, D. C.
Florida
Florida State University^ (Fus)
TaG-lahassee, Florida




























University of Chicago * ICu
Chicago, Illinois
University of Illinois * In
Urbana, Illinois
Wheaton College * (IcW)
Wheaton, Illinois
Indiana




University of Notre Dame * (inNu
Notre Dame, Indiana





Drake University ^ laDmD
Des Moines 11, Iowa
State University of Iowa ^ lau
Iowa City, Iowa
Kansas
Fort Hays Kansas State College ^ (KcSFH)
Hays, Kansas
Municipal IMiversity of Wichita
Wichita 6, Kansas









Louisiana State University and A. and M. College








Johns Hopkins University* MdBJ
Baltimore, Maryland
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Chestniit Hill 67, Massachusetts
Boston University
Boston 15, Massachusetts
Clark University* MTc 23
Worcester, Massachusetts
Snerson College* McE 6
Boston 16, liassachusetts
Harvard University* Iiffl 126
Cambridge, Massachusetts


































St. Louis University* MoSu
St. Louis, Missouri
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New Brunswick, New Jersey
Seton Hall University








Brooklyn 10, New York
Canisius College* (Ncc)
B\xffalo 8, New York
College of Mount St. Vincent
New York 71> New York
Columbia University




New York 58, New York
Hamilton College* NcH
Clinton, New York
Hunter College of the City of New York* (NHcCN)




Rochester 18, New York
New York University
New York 3> New York
St. Bonaventure University
St. Bonaventure, New York
St. Lawrence University^ NcaS
Canton, New York
Buffalo University






University of North Carolina* Ncu
Chapel Hill, North Carolina
Wake Forest College




University of North Dakota* Ndu
Grand Forks, North Dakota
Bowling Green State Universit75«- OuGB
Bowling Green, Ohio


















Western Reserve University* OclW
Cleveland 6, Ohio
OKLahoma










University of Oregon* Oru
Eugene, Oregon





Biyn IfewT College* PBm 22
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania
Carnegie Institute of Technology 15
Pittsburgh 13, Pennsylvania
Duquesne University* PPiD 5
Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania














University Of Pittsburg* PPiU 26
Pittsburg 13» Pennsylvania




Providence 12, Rhode Island
Providence College





Rock HUl, South Carolina
South Dakota






















St. Mary's University of San Antonio * (TxusM)
San Antonio, Texas









Brigham Young University * (UuYB)
Provo, Utah
College of St. Iiiary of the Wasatch -iJ- (Uc7f)
Salt Lake City, Utah
University of Utah UU
Salt Lake City, Utah
Vermont









University of Virginia * Vu
Charlottesville, Virginia









University of Yfashington * WaU
Seattle 5, Washington
State College of Washington
Pullman, Washington




Marshall College * (WcM)
Huntington, West Virginia
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